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I’ve  avoided  getting  into  this  because  it’s  so  goddamn
obvious, but I’ve had some requests regarding how I see this
“news”. There’s nothing new about it – a convenient ignition
point  sparked  by  a  lone  incident,  resulting  in  expected
protest  and  deliberately  inflamed  chaos  and  media  mind-
pumping. Same old, same old. When will humanity wake up, I
don’t know.

I understand the outrage. Not only was there another example
of  the  mindless  cop  killer  meme  we  see  played  out  daily
“subduing” an unarmed suspect by outright killing hm, but
rightfully enraged citizens are treated like mindless savages
in a prison ground. The fact that they’ve been caught bussing
in looting agent provacateurs to make sure this conflagration
gets sufficient fuel should make the hair on people’s necks
stand up, but if they haven’t seen the obvious until now
they’ll likely be blind to these reports as well.

All while as the razor wire fences and military turrets of the
totalitarian state get erected around them.

And it’s playing out as hoped. The trigger this time is the
racial card. Anything to divide and conquer. Not only are
Americans freaked out by Mexicans and Central Americans being
openly escorted over their borders, now the next enemy is
black people, the seething cauldron of “social benefit scum”
as many view them. What a set up and button pusher.
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The Obvious Militarization Madness Reinforcement
I  don’t  mean  to  come  across  cavalier  about  this  tragic
phenomenon unfolding, but it’s clear as glass. That this area
of Missouri was recently beefed up with “donated” military
equipment is no mere coincidence. There were/are several other
staged areas where this event will or could have transpired
but this one went off. As hoped.

Perfect. Time to set the meme and the theme. We need a strong,
ridiculously strong armed militarized police force for just
such occasions. After all, society is under attack and they’re
here to protect. Break out the sound weapons and other weird
stuff,  let’s  get  Americans  used  to  our  “protective”
technology. Subvert and subdue as humanity watches on, all the
while  onlookers  are  subsequently  processing  the  mainstream
bullshit  propaganda  and  justifying  its  own  inaction  and
complacence in the face of their impending fate at the hand of
their controllers.

The words of Reverend Martin Niemöller come to mind:

“First they came for the communists, and I did not speak out—
because I was not a communist;
Then they came for the socialists, and I did not speak out—
because I was not a socialist;
Then they came for the trade unionists, and I did not speak
out—
because I was not a trade unionist;
Then they came for the Jews, and I did not speak out—
because I was not a Jew;
Then they came for me—
and there was no one left to speak out for me.”

Enter ISIS Conditioning
This enemy creation and fabricated terrorist programming has
gone on for millennia, and most recently since the world wars.
Following those staged conflicts it was the “cold war” against



the aggression of communism. Today it’s the Muslim extremist
groups,  created  and  promoted  by  these  same  controlling
manipulators. This latest ISIS fixation and resultant drum
beating is a desperate attempt for further inflaming western
societies and their continued clampdown. Politicians, current
and past, and dutiful government and media spokespeople, are
warning of massive attacks inside western countries by the
boatload now and these same trigger happy mindfucked police
are  now  told  to  be  on  the  look  out  for  ISIS  elements
activating in the west.

Getting the picture yet?

From  the  meteoric  rise  of  a  supposed  massively  financed
movement to  fake beheadings, the virtually fantasmagoric rise
of the ISIS entity humanity is duping humanity. Ferguson is a
side show but an important one in the fear and agitation
agenda. “It’s here – it’s home – and it can erupt at any
time..”  Very  psycho-scientific,  very  Orwellian  and  very
sinister.

Wickedly drawing the conclusion for us that anything against
the state is similarly destructive and status quo threatening,
and broadening yet again their “national enemy” base. Just
wait till you see where this is heading to. It isn’t pretty.

But  it’s  all  a  limp,  projected  illusion…it’s  empowerment
depending on who and how many buy into it.

Follow the Links but Don’t Get Sucked In

The Ferguson psy-op has many facets and functions. Not the
least of which is conditioning. If  you follow alternative
news   you’ll  see  many  revealing  videos  and  some  terrific
commentary on the ongoing engineered conditioning there. I’m
not too excited about it as it’s just another symptom and step
towards martial law, but it could be an important link for
many if they haven’t connected the dots yet of the plethora of
previous US psy-ops.
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Find out for yourself.

Draw informed conclusions, then act on them. Your awareness
will become a dynamic, not just a place of observation.

Then activate accordingly. Our awareness and activation is the
key to dissolving this matrix of deceit and deception.

Don’t shirk it. We each make a massive difference.

Love always, Zen
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